
Multifaceted and striking

FORMPARK QUADRATO 
FORMPARK ROMBICO
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FORMPARK
QUADRATO 

& 
FORMPARK 
ROMBICO

With the success of the classic  
Formpark formats, Bauwerk Parquet developed 

two additional products that reinterpret  
traditional laying patterns:  

Formpark Quadrato and Formpark Rombico.

FORMPARK ROMBICO  Oak Mandorla 14, laying pattern 1 
Front page: FORMPARK QUADRATO  Oak Crema 14, laying pattern 9 
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FORMPARK ROMBICO  Oak 14, laying pattern 7 

The two elegant formats create a fascinating  
play of light on the floor. Thanks to the numerous 
creative laying options, you can add even more  
personal expression to your own four walls with 
Formpark Quadrato and Formpark Rombico.

 Formpark Quadrato & Formpark Rombico

PLAYFUL  
ACCENTS

Herringbone: an unmistakable eye-catcher
The herringbone laying pattern is experiencing a big  
revival. Classic and elegant, it gives a room the ambiance  
of a city villa. In addition to herringbone, Formpark Quadrato  
and Formpark Rombico can be laid in many other patterns.  
This product is made with utmost precision, the latest  
machinery, with unique Bauwerk Parquet quality. The  
product’s precise fit makes perfect laying possible.

Award for Formpark Quadrato 
and Formpark Rombico
Formpark has been and still is, a story of success.  
Both the latest formats, Formpark Quadrato and  
Formpark Rombico, have received awards for  
the originality of the ideas that these products are  
based on. The independent jury at Iconic Awards  
gave both the formats an ‘Iconic Awards 2018:  
Innovative Architecture – Winner’ prize.
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FORMPARK 
QUADRATO

Herringbone and other  
exciting laying patterns 

thanks to 1:5 format.
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8 | Formpark Quadrato – Laying patterns

Formpark Quadrato

COUNTLESS  
INSTALLATION  
OPTIONS

Format 650 × 130 mm  
1:5 ratio

And which is your personal  
Formpark Quadrato laying pattern?

Precise fit
Floors intended for creative patterns require a very precise 
fit, and for this reason, every plank is made by our teams of 
skilled craftsmen in Switzerland.

Laying patterns according to your wishes
We have compiled and included a selection of some favourite 
laying patterns. Our colleagues in the Worlds of Parquet and 
our laying partners will support you in your planning.

FORMPARK QUADRATO

Thanks to the 1:5 dimension ratio of its planks, Formpark Quadrato can 
be adapted to many different floor designs. Therefore, in addition to 
classic herringbone, in which the planks lie at a right angle to each other, 
other geometric patterns are possible, like the cube or ladder patterns. 

Formpark Quadrato – Laying patterns | 9

Information
› Due to the incidence of light, horizontally installed  
 planks appear brighter than vertical ones.  
 This effect can be used specifically as a design element.

› The format presents a clear, structured aesthetic,  
 and depending on the arrangement, can give the room  
 more depth.

› Formpark Quadrato and Formpark Rombico cannot  
 be combined with each other.
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Formpark Quadrato is available in light and dark colours with a  
natural-oiled surface, as well as in the Oak Farina, Oak Crema and  
Oak Mandorla colours with the innovative B-Protect® surface treatment. 
The planks in this format come in a calm grading and do not have  
bevels, creating a smooth, flatter appearance to the floor.

Formpark Quadrato

COLOUR  
OVERVIEW

OAK CARAMELLO

OAK FARINA

OAK MANDORLA OAK SMOKED

OAKOAK CREMA

FORMPARK QUADRATO  Oak Caramello 14, laying pattern 12
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FORMPARK ROMBICO  Oak Farina 14, laying pattern 12 

FORMPARK 
ROMBICO
An exciting new interpretation  

of classic laying patterns  
thanks to the 45° angle of the planks.
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Formpark Rombico

FRENCH  
HERRINGBONE AND 
OTHER PATTERNS 

Format 735 × 130 mm

FORMPARK ROMBICO

Thanks to the 45° angle of its individual strips, Formpark Rombico  
is perfect for laying parquet in a French herringbone pattern.  
In this pattern, the individual strips of parquet form a set of diagonal  
lines that give the room a new perspective. 

And which is your personal  
Formpark Rombico laying pattern?

A new interpretation of classic patterns
The large dimensions of the individual planks make it  
possible to reinterpret other laying patterns as well,  
whether you prefer clearer shapes or are looking for a  
dynamic zig-zag design. 

Laying patterns according to your wishes
We have compiled and included a selection of some favourite 
laying patterns. Our colleagues in the Worlds of Parquet  
and our laying partners will support you in your planning.

14 | Formpark Rombico – Laying patterns

Information
› Due to the incidence of light, horizontally installed  
 planks appear brighter than vertical ones.  
 This effect can be used specifically as a design element.

› In interior design, architectural diagonal lines provide  
 a touch of sophistication, and for Formpark Rombico,  
 this is true for both classic and modern patterns.

› Formpark Quadrato and Formpark Rombico cannot  
 be combined with each other.

Formpark Rombico – Laying patterns | 15
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FORMPARK ROMBICO  Oak 14, laying pattern 7 

All Formpark Rombico colours are brushed and natural oiled. The brushed 
surface gives the floor even more depth and character, highlighting the 
interaction with light. The planks in this format come in a calm grading 
and do not have bevels, creating a smooth, flatter appearance to the floor.

Formpark Rombico

COLOUR  
OVERVIEW

OAKOAK FARINA OAK MANDORLA
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Your life with parquet

LET YOURSELF 
BE INSPIRED
Use our numerous sources of inspiration to choose the right parquet,  
tailored to your needs. With the Parquet Visualiser, it will take you  
just a few seconds to generate a virtual installation of all kinds of Formpark  
f loors in your room:  visualizer.bauwerk-parkett.com

The different angles  
create a natural  
play of light.

18 | Your life with parquet
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1 | Formpark Rombico Oak Farina 14, laying pattern 3 
2 | Formpark Quadrato Oak 14, laying pattern 5  
3 | Apartment Amsterdam (NL) | Photo: Charlotte Kap,  
 Product: Formpark Quadrato Oak Crema 14, laying pattern 19 
4 | Remise Berlin (DE) | Photo: SabĪne Zoltnere  
 Product: Formpark Rombico Oak Farina 14, laying pattern 7
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SWISS
PRECISION

PERSONAL
WELL-BEING

INNOVATIVE
PARQUET SOLUTIONS

INGENIOUS
DESIGN

In 1935, Ernst Göhner brought the idea of solid parquet to series production before  
founding Bauwerk Parkett in 1944. Since then, Bauwerk has been researching,  
developing and manufacturing innovative, aesthetic parquet solutions of the highest  
quality with great passion and Swiss precision. Original parquet floors from  
Bauwerk, one of the leading parquet manufacturers in Europe, offer the unique feel  
of a piece of real nature that provides tangible warmth and healthy living for a  
perfectly balanced atmosphere in any room.  bauwerk-parkett.com


